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Abstract

We present in this paper a simulation framework that allows a precise and efficient handling of collisions and
contacts between deformable moving bodies and their environment. The moving bodies are sampled as meshes
whose vertices are followed in a convex subdivision of the surrounding space. Particles are continuously spanned
along the edges to detect collisions with cells of this subdivision.
Our method supports dynamic subdivision of the moving bodies and contact areas. It allows us to correctly handle
geometric and topological changes in the environment, like cuts, tears or breaks and, more generally, additions
or removals of material. We report experimental results obtained with mass spring and shape matching based
physical simulations and discuss the performance of our method. We compare our approach with classical ones
based on hierarchical data structures.

1. Introduction

Real-time collision detection for deformable moving bod-
ies is still a difficult task for animations and physical sim-
ulations. This is especially true when the objects and their
environment have to support topological changes. For in-
stance, in medical simulations – especially in minimally in-
vasive surgery – the moving bodies are scalpels, catheters
or endoscopes and the environment is a virtual patient rep-
resented by models of organs, tissues or vascular networks.
These tools are used to cut, tear or burn the tissues and may
possibly cause changes in the topology of the environment.
This includes removal of material, pieces of tissue coming
off the environment and apparition of holes or tunnels.

In our framework, the environment defines a partition of
the 3D space, modeled as a volumetric mesh. It includes ob-
jects of the scene the user may interact with, and the sur-
rounding space. This mesh describes a set of convex poly-
hedrons tied by pairs, some faces of which are marked as
impassable – the external boundary of the environment and
the internal obstructions or objects. The moving bodies are
displaced in this environment and cannot get over vertices,
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edges or faces of the impassable areas. The moving bodies
are solids whose boundaries are sampled as vertices con-
nected by edges. They are modeled as manifold meshes.
Both environment and moving bodies are deformable and
support topological changes. Those changes can be caused
by the interaction (tears, cuts and breaks) or by the me-
chanical simulation if adaptive refinement of the meshes is
needed.

Classical collision detection algorithms provide estima-
tions of the interpenetrations volumes that are usually trans-
lated in the mechanical subsystem as penalties forces. This
collision detection scheme is not sufficient in these kind of
simulations where the contacts between the tool and the en-
vironment should be precisely acquired to provide the best
visual and haptic feedback.

The collision detection (CD) system we present here en-
sures that, at any time, the vertices or edges of the moving
bodies do not get over the environment faces and thus do not
enter the impassable areas. Our CD system exactly finds all
collisions occurring between the edges of the moving bod-
ies and the environment. It provides a robust computation
of the time and location of the collisions, as well as their
local geometric configurations (contact zones and normals,
impact points, friction conditions, etc.). This information is
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made available to the physical subsystem that in turn com-
putes the responses in terms of reaction forces and velocity.

However, the faces of the bodies are not considered for
the collision detection – i.e. intersections between faces of
the bodies and the environment are not searched. This is the
compromise we choose to obtain real-time responses with
accurate edge/edge collision detection. This lack of preci-
sion is easily bounded with appropriate increases in the sam-
pling resolutions of the moving bodies. Note that in many
applications – and especially medical ones – the environ-
ment is smooth enough for this restriction to be acceptable.
Actually, this corresponds to small penetrations of vertices
of the environment into the faces of the moving bodies.
However the inverse, penetration of the moving object in the
environment, is not allowed in our system.

Within this context, usual methods for collision detec-
tion – based on spatial subdivisions of the environment –
are pushed to their limits. The used data structures – usually
trees – have to be updated frequently which is not compatible
with real-time applications dealing with large environments.
The main contribution of this paper is a collision detection
framework supporting changes in the topology of both mov-
ing bodies and environment in real-time.

In the following, section 2 presents related works and
discusses their advantages and limitations in this context.
Section 3 gives an overview of the context of the frame-
work. Section 4 describes edges collision detection. Section
5 demonstrates how deformations and topological changes
are handled. Section 6 gives edge tests elimination tech-
niques. Section 7 presents our implementation and results
obtained on a benchmark simulation. Section 8 gives a con-
clusion and tracks for future works.

2. Related works

Many algorithms and methods have been proposed to report
collisions between moving objects. We refer the reader to
existing states of the art [LM04,TKZ∗04]. As self-collision
is not the core of the current article, we refer the reader to
[GKJ∗05,CTM08,TCYM09] for an overview of some recent
optimizations in this domain. We present and discuss here
most representative collision detection approaches.

Bounding volumes hierarchies or BVH – are widely used
to cull non-overlapping primitives. Well known results exist
with BVH made of AABB [CLMP95], OBB [GLM96], k-
dop [KHM∗98] or spheres, depending on the aimed at appli-
cations. However, when deformations occur, additional com-
putations are needed to update those tree structures [vdB97]
which is usually a bottleneck for real-time simulations. Fur-
thermore, the use of BVH for continuous collision detection
(CCD) can lead to a very high number of false positive tests.
Some works [TMT10] focus on the elimination of these false
positives.

Other methods, motivated by time-critical collision de-
tection constraints [Hub95], consider multiresolution con-
tact handlings [OL03]. Stochastic [GD04] and evolution-
ary [JCA06] approaches have been proposed aiming at the
same goal. All those methods are very efficient at handling
large deformable scenes, but they lack precise contact infor-
mation and may miss some collisions. That is not acceptable
in our medical context where all contacts between tools and
organs should be reported.

Image-space approaches [JH08] have the advantage of ef-
fectively handling deformable objects and dynamic environ-
ments without the need of pre-processing. The limitation of
these kind of methods is the image-space resolution needed
for its effectiveness. Here again, that makes them not suit-
able for applications requiring accurate collisions reporting.

More specialized works focus on endoscopies or angio-
scopies simulations [Gei00, LCDN06]. In these approaches
the moving bodies consist in discrete sets of points or seg-
ments depending on the accuracy required by the simula-
tion. The method presented in [LCDN06] is based on a tree
of cells modeling sections of the vascular network. This ap-
proach is limited to tree-like structures and does not support
topological changes (like cutting, ligaturing or tying). The
method also needs a second level of details to model the skin
of the vessels.

Work in [Gei00] is based on a tetrahedral decomposition
of the mesh and uses temporal coherence. This algorithm
supports non-tubular structures, but imposes restrictions on
the topological changes supported within interactive time
because of the costly updates of tetrahedrons and the lack of
efficient neighbourhood information. In [THM∗03] a hash
function is used to map the tetrahedral subdivision and han-
dle deformable objects. Another drawback of these methods
is that the used tetrahedrons explicitly exist, leading to high
memory costs not suitable for large and complex scenes.

Our method is similar to those discussed in [Gei00,
LCDN06], but is more general and applies to deformable
environments made of convex polyhedrons containing inner
structures. It supports topological changes in both moving
bodies and environment.

Finally, our method uses a particle-based collision detec-
tion where the vertices of the moving objects are followed
up in the environment partition. Tetra-trees [JFSO06] is an
example of such system handling any polyhedral decompo-
sition at the cost of managing overlapping tetrahedrons. We
extend the method presented in [JCD09] based on a convex
decomposition as it better suits our models.

3. Method overview

3.1. Framework organization

The simulation framework works as follows. The kinetic
data – position, velocity and contact information – is at-
tached to the vertices of the moving bodies. Mechanical data
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is attached to the cells of all meshes (environment and bod-
ies). For instance, we associate stiffness to edges for mass-
spring simulations and rest positions to vertices for shape
matching based simulations. More evolved mechanical mod-
els may be used but this is out of the scope of this paper and
is not further detailed.

In this framework, contact information is defined by its
position and configuration (plane, edge or vertex) with the
corresponding surface normal. The contact history can be
used to determine if the object is sliding, bouncing or enter-
ing in a lasting contact.

Figure 1: The simulation framework.

During the simulation loop (figure 1), the physical sub-
system computes the involved forces from the positions, at-
tached data and the contact information – for the reaction
forces – and returns the positions the vertices should reach.
Then the collision detection framework tries to move each
vertex in turn and reports the reached positions and possibly
collision or contact information. The position and velocity
are modified according to the collision state and given back
to the physical subsystem for the next loop.

3.2. Spatial decomposition

The environment, the bodies are moving within, is modeled
as a partition of the 3D space in distinct cells: vertices, edges,
faces and volumes. To simplify and optimize point/cell in-
clusion tests, a convexity constraint is required for every
cell of this partition. The volumes are assumed to be convex
polyhedrons and their faces convex polygons. The cells that
lie on the exterior boundary or that represent inner obstacles
are marked with a special impassable flag.

It is common usage to model such scene with simplexes,
i.e. triangles and tetrahedrons. That leads to very large set
of simplexes to represent realistic scenes, and thus too high
memory costs. Our method handles any convex polyhedral
decomposition and thus requires less memory for the volu-
metric representation. Polyhedrons whose shapes best fit the
object geometry (like hexahedrons,prisms, pyramids, and so
on) can be used as needed (figure 2).

In order to efficiently follow the vertices and to be able
to handle deformations and subdivisions of its underly-
ing mesh, the environment is structured with strong neigh-
borhood information. We use the well known combinator-
ial map topological model [Lie94]. Its optimality and effi-
ciency has already been demonstrated in geometric model-
ing [Duf89] and computational geometry [CD99]. Similar

Figure 2: A vascular network subdivided in various convex
polyhedrons (about 15k polygons for 30MB in memory).

topological models have been used, in the domain of physi-
cal simulation, to treat specific operations such as gluing and
cutting [BGTG03,LT07].

3.3. Following particles

Our collision detection framework is based on particles mov-
ing in the environment. When a vertex is moved, a particle is
thrown from its current position to its destination and, from
there, particles are spanned along adjacent edges to neigh-
boring vertices. This principle will be detailed further, but
requires efficient collision detection between a particles flow
and the environment.

The requirements are the following. To benefit from spa-
tial and temporal coherence, each particle must maintain a
state St = (pt,kt , it ) where pt is its position, kt is the kind of
the cell it lies in (volume, face, edge or vertex), and it is an
aimed at cell – i.e. the first cell in the environment intersect-
ing its (linear) trajectory.

The displacements of a particle are followed up in the spa-
tial decomposition of the scene and its state is updated as
polyhedrons, faces or edges are traversed during its move.
When a collision occurs, the returned state report the colli-
sion point pt and the cell it is colliding with it . From this we
can compute the contact information and normal.

We extend here the particle-based collision detection
(PCD) forecast mechanism from [JCD09]. Any other PCD,
such as [JFSO06], can be used. The extension to edge col-
lision detection presented hereafter only requires the PCD
algorithm to report the above mentioned data.

We propose in the following some improvements for mul-
tiple objects collision detection and an optimization to limit
the edge CD overcost. This improvements require the PCD
algorithm to be able to report all cells encountered during a
displacement.
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4. Edge collision detection

Particle-based collision detection is a flexible approach that
can effectively handle large data in meshless simulation. By
nature, it misses collisions between the surface of the mov-
ing bodies and the environment and especially along sharp
features like edges. Some methods propose more dense
and larger sampling entirely covering objects with particles
[BYM05], but does not completely resolve this issue.

We present an extension of particle collision detection to
edge/environment collision detection. A particle is associ-
ated to each vertex of the moving bodies and additional tem-
porary particles are created as need to check for edges col-
lision. We first present the 2D case that best supports plane
figures, before detailing the general 3D case.

4.1. Sweeping edges: the 2D case

Consider an edge between two vertices associated with par-
ticles pt and qt . When pt moves towards pt+1, this edge
sweeps over a small triangle corresponding to an elementary
displacement. A collision occurs if this elementary triangle 
intersects an impassable cell (vertex, edge, face of the parti-
tion). As the environment is modeled by a continuous space
partition, this happens if and only if one of the three edges
of  intersects an obstacle or if the obstacle is completely
included in .

Figure 3: Successive edges displacements and the elemen-
tary sweeping used to detect collisions.

In the following we assume that no obstacle is smaller
than the largest elementary triangular displacement. This
size is proportional to the displacement length (distance
from pt to pt+1) and to the sampling interval (the distance
between two particles). In usual physical simulation this

condition naturally holds and should not limit the domain
of application of the method. The complete edge displace-
ments are handled by alternative moves of the two particles
at its extremities.

The three edges of  are to be checked. The first one,
[pt ,qt ] is free of collision thanks to temporal coherence (a
possible contact has previously been handled). The second
one [pt , pt+1] is checked by moving the particle associated
to the vertex from pt towards pt+1 using one PCD iteration.
The third edge [pt+1,qt ] is checked by spanning a tempo-
rary particle from pt+1 to qt with a second PCD iteration.
Then qt moves toward qt+1 with a first PCD iteration and a
second one from qt+1 to pt+1 (figure 3). When a collision
occurs, the vertex order influences the collision response at
a magnitude depending on the chosen timestep.

4.2. Obtaining edge/edge contact information

When a collision occurs additional work is needed to pre-
cisely report the contact information. We first detail how the
contact information can be retrieved, then we detail the pos-
sible responses – already mentioned in section 3 – whose
details depend on the physical model used.

dichotomic search exhaustive search

pt+1

q
t

p
t

pt+1

q
t

p
t

Figure 4: Retrieving contact position and normal

Whenever an edge collision is reported, the PCD iteration
returns the first impassable cell encountered along the edge.
This indicates a collision with an obstacle but does not give
enough information about the impact point (figure 4). If pre-
cise contact information is needed, two methods can be used
to retrieve it.

The first one is a dichotomic search. It iterates along the
[pt , pt+1] edge until the nearest segment with no contact is
found. With bounded depth iteration, this method has low
overhead cost. It reports approximated, but numerically re-
liable, contact information with accurate time of collision.
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The normal is computed at the vertex of the last intersected
dart (figure 4 bottom left).

The second method is an exhaustive search that should be
performed when exact contact information is needed. It con-
sists in searching all cells that are traversed by the PCD iter-
ation for obstacles and to list their vertices. We use a special
PCD iteration that does not terminate with the first encoun-
tered collision and continue until qt is reached. The vertex
with the smallest angle is reported as the contact point and
used to compute the normal. The search can be limited to the
vertices that lie below segment [pt+1,qt ] (in green figure 4
bottom right).

 

 
Hybrid edge response

q
t

p
t

Figure 5: Different kinds of responses to collisions

Different responses are possible when collisions occur.
The chosen one depends on the desired physical proper-
ties and on the ability of the mechanical model to support
adaptive mesh subdivision. We detail here some possible re-
sponses depicted in figure 5.

When the collision simply involves a moving vertex (top
left), its movement is stopped at the contact point. When an
edge collision occurs, static or adaptive responses are possi-
ble. The static one also consists in stopping the edge move-
ment at the contact point (top right).

The adaptive responses consist in inserting new particles
at the contact points that implies folding the edge. These re-
sponses are adapted to deformable bodies with adaptive me-
chanics. If dichotomic search is used to retrieve contact in-
formation, a unique vertex is added. If an exhaustive search
has been used, either the first contact vertex is inserted alone
or, if several vertices are found, these are inserted simultane-
ously (bottom left).

When only one vertex is inserted, the two new subdivided
edges are checked for collision because more than one col-
lision can happen during one displacement. For this second
PCD pass the static response – leading to a hybrid response

(bottom right) – or the adaptive one can be chosen depending
on the simulation needs.

The PCD naturally supports dynamic addition of particles.
The only required updates concern the edges between parti-
cles which is a local operation. Attention should be paid not
adding too many particles. In our experimentations we use
the adaptive responses only if the lengths of the subdivided
edges are longer than 25% of the colliding edge. More subtle
heuristic can be used depending on the application.

4.3. Sweeping meshes: the 3D case

The previously described principle directly applies to the
3D simulations. The vertices of the mesh are moved succes-
sively and temporary particles are spanned along the edges
as shown on figure 6.

pt qt

pt+1
qt

pt+1 qt+1

Figure 6: Successive edges displacement for a 3D mesh.

The collision between the edges of the moving bodies and
the environment are precisely reported while the environ-
ment contains no relatively small obstacles. The same meth-
ods are used to retrieve the contact information. The result-
ing positions of the set of particles is then transmitted to the
physical model.

The main difference lies in the ability to report all colli-
sions. In the plane all collisions are detected as soon as no
small obstacles are present. In dimension 3, things are more
complex and only edges/environmentcollisions are reported.
Figure 7 sum up the different geometrical configurations of
collisions.

When the obstacles present sharp features (schematized
by blue polyhedrons in figure 7), the corresponding vertices
may interpenetrate the moving bodies through faces.

The largest penetration possible corresponds to an in-
versed pyramid resting on the moving mesh edges. The vol-
ume of this pyramid is bounded by the face of the moving
bodies and by the displacement length of a single vertex.
The solid angle of this vertex also influences this interpene-
tration volume. The penetration can be more important when
the obstacle forms a sharp spike.
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 +1

No collision detected: small face penetration

Figure 7: Edges collisions cases and missed faces collisions

In applications when the environment is made of soft ma-
terial, with few sharp features, and when a sufficient sam-
pling of moving bodies exists, the maximum interpenetration
volume can be reasonably bounded. Moreover, in many ap-
plications the moving bodies are precise tools or object with
fine sampling, whereas the environment is more roughly
meshed. This makes the interpenetration possibilities less
sensitive.

4.4. Multiple objects and self-collision

The cell subdivision allows to test for collision detection be-
tween objects or even for self-collision. For this purpose,
each edge is registered within its containing cells. This way,
the cells naturally act as bounding volumes, that by con-
struction follow the environment deformations. Primitives
included in the same cell are pairwise tested, with the usual
intersection tests.

5. Deforming the environment

When the moving bodies are in a deformable environment,
the simulation proceeds in two steps: first the vertices of the
moving bodies are moved; then the vertices of the environ-
ment are moved while the bodies are kept in fixed positions.
The transformations of the 3D mesh that models the envi-
ronment are twofold: geometrical transformations preserv-
ing the cells topology and convexity; and topological trans-
formations including remeshing to restore the convexity.

5.1. Geometrical deformations

Recall that every particle maintains a state St = (pt,kt , it )
used as forecast data to speedup the search of colliding
cells during the next move. Whenever the environment is
deformed we only have to check the validity of the stored
forecast data and to update it if needed. Tree cases arise:

• General case: pt still lies in the cell of it and aim at it.
Nothing is done.

• Changing orientation: pt still lies in the cell of it , but do
not aim at it anymore. Nothing is done as the next PCD
iteration will directly correct this.

• Changing cell: pt no more lies in the cell of it (a face or
an edge of the environment passes over pt ). The correct
data is recovered by casting a particle from the center of
the cell of it (the previously correct cell) to position pt .

In practice testing if the third case applies requires a
point/face orientation test for each face of the current cell.
Thus the third case is always used. A PCD iteration with the
state St = (c,kt , it ), c being the position of the center of the
cell it , toward pt correct the forecast data with only 4 orien-
tation tests if no changes is needed.

At this point the particles forecast data is correct. The last
point to check is that the edges of the moving bodies are not
in collision. That is achieved with the same spanning strat-
egy as before. A particle is casted along every edge. When-
ever an edge collision is reported the same kind of responses
can be used. For rigid object the vertices of the colliding
edges are moved in a correct position. For deformable dy-
namic object, particles can be inserted subdividing the faulty
edges.

5.2. Topological deformations

The model we use for the environment allows local changes
in the topology of the partition. We describe here some basic
topological operations and detail how to update the particles
states to correctly manage these transformations.

Sewing: When the cell containing a particle is sewn to
another one, the particles state do not change. Nothing is to
be done.

Simplifying: When a face that separates two volumes is
removed, two cases arise. If the removed face doest not be-
long to any St state, nothing has to be done and the next PCD
iteration will apply to the new merged volume. Otherwise,
we replace the corresponding aimed at cell by an adjacent
cell in the current polyhedron, the next PCD iteration will
correct the prediction.

Cutting: This corresponds to a face insertion in a volume
that splits it in two parts. All particles having a cell of the
initial volume as a part of their St state are checked. If the
face is between the particle and the aimed at cell then it is
set to the inserted face. Otherwise the particle is still in the
correct volume and nothing is to be done.
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If during a geometrical deformation, the convexity con-
straint is lost for some cells, a local remeshing that uses the
mentioned operation is performed.

To conclude, handling topological changes only requires
updating the state of few particles that were lying inside the
modified cell. It does not depend on the size of the scene
and only involve local updates. The presented topological
operations allow us to handle cutting, tying and ligaturing.
Obviously other topological operations and deformations
schemes can be treated similarly with only local updates.

6. Edge tests elimination

We propose two techniques in order to limit the overcost due
to edge collision detection. The first improvement is based
on the properties of the environment, the second one is based
on kinetic information of the moving object. We propose an
evaluation of this elimination techniques in section 7.

6.1. Elimination based on the environment

When an edge is totally included in a cell at a time t and
its vertices are moved within the same cell, the edge cannot
encounter any obstacles due to the convex property of the
cells and thus do not need to be tested. When an edge was
previously crossing a face of a cell of the environment or
when a particle is crossing a face during a displacement, the
edge has to be tested. The cost implied by this elimination is
the memory cost, since the face crossing is already tested by
the particle displacement algorithm. The performance of this
elimination techniques is dependentof the relative size of the
edges compared to the size of the cells of the environment.

6.2. Elimination based on the kinetic

Similarly to the back-face culling for collision detecion pro-
posed in [Van94], it is possible to add a back-edge elimina-
tion test for closed polyhedron. Indeed, it is not necessary
to test the edges going toward the inside part of the moving
object. The inside of the object is assumed to be collision
free at all times and thus do not require edge collision test.
This edge tests can be removed by checking the direction of
the displacement compared to the normal of the surrounding
faces of a vertex. If we consider a mean valence of 6 for each
edge and a minimal displacement cost of a 4 orientation tests
for each particle displacement, this elimination test becomes
profitable when at least 25% of the particles are moving to-
ward the inside of the object. The worst case scenario for this
elimination technique happens when each particle’s velocity
is tangent to the object, this happens seldomly. Most of the
time, approximately 50% of the particles can be pruned.

6.3. Hybrid elimination

It is possible to combine the two elimination techniques.
Three types of particles have to be taken into account : the

particles whose edges displacements are crossing a face and
going toward the outside of the object, the particles whose
edge displacements are totally included within the cells of
the environment and the particles crossing a face of the en-
vironment and going toward the inside of the object. This
last type will be tested whenever they are moved toward the
outside of the object.

7. Results and experimentations

We experiment our collision detection framework in med-
ical and artificial environments with basic moving bodies
to validate our method. We discuss here the efficiency of
our framework and some implementation issues. Then we
present a mass/spring simulation of a catheter moving in
a tetrahedrized vascular network and an adaptation of the
shape matching method introduced in [MHTG05]. We con-
clude our experimentations with an artificial test of the elim-
ination techniques proposed.

7.1. Complexity

The core of our framework is the particle based collision de-
tection that is used to throw particles along the trajectory of
the vertices and along the moving edges. It has been shown
in [JCD09] that if the displacements of the particles are small
with respect to the sizes of cells, then checking if a particle
encounters an obstable is achieved in o(deg(c)), where c is
the cell that contains the particle and deg(c) its degree (i.e.
the number of faces for a volume).

This constraint with the size of displacement is com-
patible with usual physical simulations whose integration
schemes have the same needs. This constraint also implies
that the size of the edges of the moving bodies remains small
enough. This can be achieved with adaptive subdivision. We
show hereafter that this constraint may be removed in par-
ticular cases.

A key property of our framework is that the computa-
tion time of collision detection requests does not depend on
the size of the scene, but only on the number of used par-
ticles. Using temporal coherence, stating that the aimed at
cells sparsely change in a real simulation, an average of 7
point/plane orientation tests are sufficient to check collision
for a particle. Considering the moving bodies are regular tri-
angular meshes, we launch an average of 7 particles per ver-
tex (1 for the trajectory and 6 for adjacent edges).

In classical approaches each trajectory is tested with a hi-
erarchy of bounding boxes wrapping the entire scene, that
gives time complexity in o(log(n)) for each particle, where
n is the number of bounding box.

7.2. Mass/spring example

A mass/spring method is used to simulate the displacement
of a catheter in a vascular network (figure 8). A distance
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spring and an angular spring are used to model the catheter
rigidity. Thanks to the edge collision detection it is possible
to introduce momentum calculation when a collision arises
on an edge. The physics of the catheter can be easily im-
proved by using a constraint system [LCDN06] using the
collision detection information for more realistic behavior.

For this example, we push a catheter inside the vascular
network without adding particles. The length of the catheter,
and therefore of the edges, increases during the simulation,
invalidating the previously mentionned constraint. Therefore
the number of tests increase with the size of the edges.

Figure 9 shows the number of tetrahedrons tested for col-
lision as particles are spanned along edges. It increases with
the length of edges. The spikes appearing on the graphic are
the results of stress release in the simulation, which induce
a bigger displacement of the catheter. As one can see, the
number of tested tetrahedrons is kept small: below 3 percent
of the total number of tetrahedrons.

Figure 8: A highlighted catheter moving in a vascular net-
work. The catheter is sampled with 20 particles in a volu-
metric mesh of about 200k tetrahedrons.
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Figure 9: Number of tetrahedrons tested in function of the
length of the simulated catheter.

7.3. Shape matching

We also adapt the shape-matching method to our framework.
With this method, deformable bodies are represented as sets
of particles without connectivity information. Their edges
are only used for collision detection and do not support me-
chanical properties. The method is based on the computation
of the minimal optimal linear transformation between a rest
shape and a deformed state defined as a point cloud.

As expressed in equation 1 it consists in minimizing the
error using the covariance matrix and in extracting the ro-
tation part R between the rest shape and current state using
Jacobian rotation. The translation T is considered as the vec-
tor between the center of the rest shape and the current one.

vi
t = pi

t − (
N


i=1

pi
t)/N

(R,T ) =
N


i=1

‖i(v
i
t − (Rvi

0 +T ))‖ (1)

In equation 1, vi
t is one of the particles vector to the mass

center from the set of N particles used to sample the object
and vi

0 is the same particle vector when the object is in its
resting shape. The parameter i defines a parameter used
to consider the particle significance in the shape which is
detailed later.

7.3.1. Adaptive response

When using an adaptive response, the shape matching
method has to be adapted. The resting position of the added
point is interpolated as a weight-average of its neighborhood
– i.e. the rest position of the subdivided edge.

va
0 = rToC ∗vi

0 +vqi
0(1− rToC) (2)

In equation 2, va
0 is one of the added particles assumed

resting vector, vi
0 and vqi

0 are the resting vectors of the par-
ticles of the edge in collision. rToC is the ratio representing
the position of the collision compared to the edge length.

The parameter i expressed in equation 1 is used to
weight the new point significance. If too much weight is used
for newly added particles, the transformation computation
could result in an abnormal compensation toward them and
induces unwanted rotation.

Whenever the computed transformation become negligi-
ble with non-colliding new added particles, the system auto-
matically removes them.

7.4. Benchmark

Using the shape matching method, we simulated 225 de-
formable hexahedrons sampled with 8 particles during 1000
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time steps with temporal coherence and with varying com-
plexity of the scene. The hexahedrons are all initialized with
a random impulse.

The environment is made of n volumetric hexahedrons
with some fixed obstacles, we modify the number of hexa-
hedrons to increase the complexity, as shown in figure 10.
During the simulation random obstacles are added and re-
moved from the scene.

Figure 10: Building environments of size n for the bench-
mark.

The benchmark consists in comparing our algorithm with
an AABB bounding volume hierarchy (BVH). The imple-
mentation of the AABB BVH is taken from the Bullet physic
library. The proposed simulation has been implemented on a
PC with a 2.4GHz Intel Core2 CPU and 2GB memory. Only
one core has been used for the simulation.

Two tests have been performed with the BVH :

• one with segment/triangles intersection tests similar to the
one presented for our edge collision detection without the
use of a forecast mechanism

• one with triangle/triangle tests : each triangle is formed
by : the moving vertex old position, the new position, and
the position of one of the adjacent vertex. Bullet physic
library use GIMPACT for triangle/triangle tests.

The time of the physical responses is ignored in both sim-
ulations. Figure 11 shows the numerical results. Our method
overcome the others by a factor of 3. The segment/triangles
intersection tests shows a clear logarithmic increasing with
the complexity of the scene due to the underlying AABB
BVH structure it use. The triangle/triangle test and our
method are kept constant independently of the complexity.
The triangle/triangle tests cost is amortized due to the ob-
jects repartition. Our method cost is kept constant because
of the forecast mechanism used.

This benckmark did not make use of any of the elimina-
tion techniques described above.

We tested the elimination techniques previously described
on an other scene shown in the accompanying video. The
scene consists of a closed manifold hand mesh sampled with
12000 particles falling in an environment subdivided with
pyramids, the time for collision detection is measured and
represented on figure 12.

Figure 11: Computation time for the collision detection in
function of the complexity n of the scene for 225 deformable
hexahedrons during 1000 time steps ; our method has a
query time of about 10ms per time step meaning a time of
approximately 5µs per particle.
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Figure 12: Performance of the algorithm with different edge
collision elimination techniques on the same closed manifold
sampled with 12000 particles.

As shown on the graphic, testing edge collision on this
simulation increase the computation time by an order of
magnitude of 9 compared to the use of PCD alone. By us-
ing the hybrid elimination technique, it is possible to lower
this order of magnitude to 3. This improvement is dependent
on the size of the cells, the size of the edges and the scale
and the direction of the velocity.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we presented an edge collision detection
method for deformable objects moving in a complex and de-
formable environment. The scene is modeled as a convex
space subdivision and the bodies with manifold meshes.

This work relies on a particle-based collision detection
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system. Particles are spanned along the trajectories and
edges of the moving bodies to detect collision with obstacles
in the environment. We show how our method accurately re-
ports edge/environment contact information.

We presented effective use of this framework in two sam-
ples simulations: the insertion of a catheter in a vascular net-
work and a shape matching extension supporting adaptive
subdivision of deformable bodies. We present different kinds
of responses allowed by our framework.

The ability of our method to efficiently handle topological
changes allows us to simulate surgery operations. We plan to
insert this work in a general framework dedicated to surgery
simulations [ACF∗07].

Finally, we compare our work with a standard library and
demonstrate its efficiency. These good performances will al-
low us to experiment more sophisticated physical simula-
tions in future works.
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